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INTRODUCTION
The Mineral Potential Project is an initiative that provides predictions of resource abundance in the province and
has been described by Kilby (1995). Ianthis project, resource
assessment is carried out on specified tracts of land, referred
to as mineral assessment tracts. These tracts are generalizations of contiguous geological tracts that share a common
tectonic history and metallogeny and whose boundaries reflect differences in lithology, stmctme and geological history (see Gnmsky er al., 1994; Church, 1995; Massey,
1995). Areas that have been covered to date include: Vancouver Island, Kcotenay region, Cwiboo region. SkeenaNass region. Mid-,coast, Thompson-Okanagan region, and
northeast British Columbia (see Kilby, 1995, Figure 1).
The Mineral Potential Pmject adapted an approach
similar to the methodology of the IJS. Geological Survey
three-part assessment method as outlined by Singer (1993).
The modified methodology used in British Columbia consists of:
l
Creation of mineral assessment tracts;
l
Grade and tonaage models arc used that reflect the types
of deposits that, are expected in the area;
l
An estimate of expected undiscovered deposits based on
the grade and tonnage data.
In contrast to a purely statistical assessment based on a
grid-cell approach, the mineral assessment tracts were created to reflect areas that contain specific characteristics related to metallogeny. The assessment is based on subjective
probability applied to the prediction of undiscovered resources and known resources. The subjective approach to
resource estimation requires that geologists make estimates
on the likelihood of finding deposits, based on their knowledge of the geology and other information within each tract.
These assessments were carried out in Mineral Resource
Assessment Workshops.

WORKSHOI? METHOD
The workshop were introduced with lectures about the
regional geology and known metallogeny. Geologists were
assigned to working groups of three to four members. Each
group represented knowledge and expertise with specific
types of mineral deposits (e.g. industrial minerals, gold deposits, massive sulphide deposits). A facilitator was assigned to each group. The facilitator compiled the responses
from the members and worked at resolving questions ordif-
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ficulties that might be encountered in the group. E&:h
group was given mineral resource assessmest tract maps,
geological maps, geochemica] maps, geophysical m,aps,
and a copy of the MINFILE database. Usng these resources, the group members di,scussed the likelihood of
mineral deposits of specific classes that mig] t possibly be
present. Through discussions. each member of the gwup
was exposed to the other estimators’ persnal isowledgt: of
a given tract. Each member of the group would then, based
on their knowledge, the information provided and the
group discussion. make an independent conf’dential pmbabilistic estimation of undiscovered1 mineral (deposits.This
approach, modified from the RCON approacl~ of Resource
Science, Inc., (1994) weights the responses cf individuals.
The potential benefit of such weights is thai an estinutoz,
who is highly respected (high scores) has more influence
than an estimator who is considered to have less knowle&~~
(lower scores) for a particular deposit moilel or min<:ra’~
aSSeSS”e”t tract.

ESTIMATOR RESPONSE
A cornerstone of accurate estimates is t le correct un,derstanding of how a geologist perceives ti:. likelihooi OF
at least one or more undiscovered deposits occurring i11
a tract. Each workshop covered the process of assessment
with careful instructions of how the resultin],: estimates an:
translated into a frequency distribution that is used in th:
simulation process. The use of grade and tonnage models
is crucial to a meaningful estimate of resources, as the estimator must consider the size, and grade cf a depose:: in
order to make an estimate (Gmnsky, 1995; Resource Sciexe, Inc., 1994). In this study geologists wed the me,j.ial
grade and tonnage as the basis for their esl,imates (KiIlb!:
1995). The estimates were then used as in]:‘ut to a Monte
Carlo simulation program that computes e:xpected grades
and tonnage, given the probability of findirtg at least one
deposit. A typical response is as shown in Figure I. ‘The
interpretation of this response is as follows:
The geologist decided that the probabil [ties of finding
one or more copper skam deposits are:
85% probability that there is at least cm.: undiscowred
deposit.
44% probability that there are at least two undiscovered
deposits present.
21% probability that there are three undiswwered de:Jp ;its present.
From these estimates a probability distribution ~c;mbe
constructed that indicates the likelihood of undiscovend
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